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Road to
paradise
Once a quaint fishing village on
Victoria’s Great Ocean Road,
Lorne is now a sophisticated mecca
for fine dining, luxe architecture and
Mediterranean-style relaxing.
Words

Beth AndersoN

o drive the Great Ocean Road is to
experience one of nature’s greatest
gifts; twisting and winding along
the Victorian coast, the legendary
route stretches 243 kilometres along
a precipice of breathtaking rock
formations, sparkling bays and lush
rainforest, passing a scattering of
quaint seaside villages along the way.
While each place imparts its own unique charm,
there is one gem that stops visitors in their tracks:
the resort town of Lorne, 47 kilometres into the
Great Ocean Road and less than two hours’ drive
from Crown Entertainment Complex in Melbourne.
From its idyllic location, perched between the
sapphire waters of Loutit Bay and the Otway Ranges,
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Lorne is accessible as a day trip from Melbourne
but is best enjoyed over an extended stay.
Renowned for its arresting scenery, the town
offers a holistic holiday experience, its many walking
tracks and fishing sites catering for nature lovers,
and its vibrant café strip, golf course and galleries
accommodating the culturally inclined.
Lorne today is certainly a different place to
the tiny outpost of more than a century ago, when
the Great Ocean Road was merely a dream and the
south-west coast of Victoria was accessible only
by sea or treacherous bush track.
The town now projects an almost Mediterranean
ambience, where the pace is slow and a lunch
with family and friends can carry on well into the
night. As soon as you arrive, you will fall under its
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The wraparound terrace
at Lorne’s Ocean House,
comprising day beds and
outdoor seating, provides
a summertime haven
Photo: Richard Powers
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Featuring natural tones
and ocean views, the
living area provides a
tranquil space for guests
Photo: Richard Powers

spell, the days melding together to offer an ongoing
succession of pleasures.
Architect and long-time Lorne holidaymaker
Rob Mills is all too familiar with the town’s intoxicating
power. After a fruitless search for a beach house that
could be enjoyed by large groups, he was inspired to
build his own. The result is Ocean House, a striking
three-storey retreat that rises from a secluded
woodland slope and offers uninterrupted views
across the bay.
In building Ocean House, Mills’s main objective
was to create a wilderness experience for guests.
And he has done it with stylish aplomb.
While staying true to the idea that a beach house
should provide an ocean outlook, he gave equal
window space to the forest of eucalypts at the rear.
“I spend as much time looking at the forest view as
I do at the ocean,” he says. “It’s the height of the
living room in particular that makes you feel as if
you really are in the treetops.”
While it would be easy to spend many hours
gazing at either landscape, the house is a veritable
labyrinth to explore, with many captivating and
innovative elements: tunnelled staircases with walls
of polished concrete; an open-plan timber and glass
pavilion, complete with fireplace and cinema screen;
bedrooms shaped like sleeping berths in a ship’s
hull; and a turret-like rooftop terrace accessed via
a winding outdoor balustrade. The latter space has
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proved particularly popular with guests as it’s
the perfect place to bask on day beds in the
afternoon sun or enjoy an outdoor bath in the
evening, with the lights of the town pier glittering
in the distance.
Comprising several entertaining areas,
Ocean House is designed for culinary celebrations,
or guests can venture out to the many eateries
spread along the coast. Conveniently situated a
15-minute drive from Ocean House, a la grecque
restaurant is considered one of the best. Husband
and wife team Kosta and Pam Talimanidis are
celebrated as much for the relaxed and welcoming
ambience of their restaurant as for their stylish
Greek-influenced fare, such as sumptuous
chargrilled octopus or braised cuttlefish.
Less than an hour away, near the popular
tourist town of Apollo Bay, Kosta’s brother Chris is
the proprietor of yet another local institution: Chris’s
Beacon Point Restaurant.
For just over 30 years, this award-winning
establishment has impressed visitors with its
unique vantage point, perched in isolation high
among the trees. A leisurely lunch here, spent
feasting on fresh local produce – mouth-watering
mezze followed by ocean trout fillets with a herb
and pistachio crust and finished with a selection
of baklavas and Greek syrup sweets – epitomises
all that the region inspires: taking the time to
slow down, relax and lose yourself in the beauty
of your surroundings.
With pleasures such as this, the Great Ocean
Road is one journey you will never wish to end.
www.oceanhouse.com.au
www.alagrecque.com.au
www.chriss.com.au

Local delicacies, such
as chargrilled crayfish,
are menu favourites
at Chris’s Beacon
Point Restaurant

